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Even though there are more powerful Windows-based video servers on the market, and we could be biased towards Flussonic because it’s our product, our customers like it a lot, as they know this product inside out. Flussonic is also the first software that we know produces video streams from Windows
Media Encoder without any driver. After 2 years of development, we got it working flawlessly. One important point to understand is that these implementations are not meant to replace “regular” web servers and other media players that are able to read a meta data file. Flussonic converts files with the

video/audio meta tags into the format that is understood by the Video Server. Because of this, Flussonic is a great way to begin your deployment of video servers and other streaming media devices. One more thing that we love about Flussonic is its clean GUI. It has very few buttons and menus. It’s a very
intuitive and easy to use product. I think the GUI adds to the overall product we offer. The Flussonic software is distributed as a number of small plugins that are compiled to Windows platform. Each plugins consist of FLV and MP4 decoder and encoder that allows user to change video quality and bitrate. It
also contains DCF demuxer and also includes audio decoder and encoder for providing MP3 audio and AAC audio, respectively. Many cheap products have horrible and inaccurate video in high-quality settings. Flussonic Media Server is the only solution that is intended for creating high-quality movies and
delivering them seamlessly to those devices with Internet connections. Because it is based on the latest standard, you can take advantage of a variety of security devices, plug-ins, drivers, and other software to provide not just a streaming media player but also an encoding system to take advantage of

the latest hardware and software technologies.
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